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Thermal and thermomechanical phenomena in laser metal interaction are of great im
tance in terms of understanding the underlying mechanisms in laser materials proce
optimizing the efficiency of laser micro-machining, and minimizing laser induced dam
In this work, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is carried out to investigate picos
ond laser copper interaction. A method has been developed to account for the laser
absorption in, and the thermal transport sustained by, free electrons. Superheati
observed, and an evident temperature drop is revealed at the solid-liquid interface, w
moves at a speed of 4400 m/s. However, the later phase change from solid to
happens in the target simultaneously and no visible movement of solid-liquid interfa
observed. The results show that the laser induced stress wave consists of a stron
pressive stress and a weak tensile stress. After reflection at the back side of th
domain, the strong compressive stress becomes a strong tensile stress, which resu
visible drop of the number density of atoms. In the presence of this strong tensile s
voids have formed in the region near the back side of the MD domain, indicating tha
strong tensile stress in laser materials interaction plays an important role in term
inducing structural damage.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1725092#
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I Introduction
Thermal and thermomechanical phenomena in laser mate

interaction have attracted much attention due to the rapid de
opment of lasers and their applications in materials process
Laser metal interaction differs from laser dielectric interaction
terms of laser absorption and thermal transport mechanism
dielectrics, the laser energy is directly absorbed by molecules
the laser induced thermal transport is sustained by the vibra
movement of molecules. On the other hand, in metals the l
energy is absorbed by free electrons, thereby resulting in a t
perature gradient in electrons and a temperature difference
tween electrons and the lattice. The lattice is subsequently he
up through the energy exchange between electrons and the la
@1#.

Attributed to ultrafast laser metal heating and the resulting
tense structural change, Molecular Dynamics~MD! simulations
have been employed to investigate the pertaining thermal
thermomechanical phenomena at atomic levels. By incorpora
the energy transfer from electrons to lattice, Ha¨kkinen and Land-
man @2# have investigated the superheating, melting, and ann
ing of copper surfaces under picosecond~ps: 10212 second) laser
irradiation. Applying the Morse potential@3# to two-dimensional
MD simulation, Horiuchi et al.@4# investigated ps laser induce
ablation in Fe and compared the results with experiments qua
tatively. However, it needs to be pointed out that MD simulatio
using the Morse potential do not take account of the thermal tra
port sustained by the movement of free electrons, which acco
for the major thermal transport in metals. In order to account
the thermal transport by free electrons, Ohmura et al.@5# modified
the MD simulation using the Morse potential by implementing
forced thermal conduction among atoms. Using this modified M
simulation, they studied the temperature field and laser indu
ablation in ps laser Al interaction.

It is worth noting that during laser metal interaction, the las
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energy is absorbed by free electrons, and then free electrons t
fer the energy to the lattice. This two-step heating has signific
effects on laser induced thermal and thermomechanical phen
ena@6–8#. In addition, due to the high thermal conductance nat
of metals, the limited size of targets in MD simulation impos
much constraint on thermal transport, thereby inducing unreali
phenomena in laser induced material ablation.

In this work, MD simulation is modified a great deal to stud
thermal and thermomechanical phenomena in ps laser coppe
teraction. The laser beam absorption in, and the thermal trans
sustained by free electrons, and the energy exchange betw
electrons and the lattice are taken into account to give a deta
picture of laser copper interaction. Special treatment of bound
conditions at the back side of the MD domain is introduced
simulate a semi-infinite material irradiated by a ps laser pu
Emphasis is placed on stress wave reflection from the back sid
the MD domain and its strong influence on the structural dama
Methodologies of the MD simulation are described in Sec. II a
simulation results are presented in Sec. III.

II Simulation Methods
The problem to be addressed is associated with a copper cr

at an initial temperature of 300 K illuminated with a ps las
pulse. The basic procedure is to solve the Newtonian equation
each atom interacting with its neighbors,

mi

d2r i

dt2
5(

j Þ i
Fi j (1)

wheremi andr i are the mass and position of atomi, respectively.
Fi j is the interaction force between atomsi and j, which is calcu-
lated from the Morse potential asFi j 52]f i j /]r i j with r i j 5r i
2r j . The Morse potentialf i j takes the form of@3#

f i j 5D~e22s~r i j 2r 0!22ea~r i j 2r 0!! (2)

whereD is the dissociation energy,r 0 is the equilibrium distance
of atoms, anda is a constant of the dimension of reciprocal di
tance.

1,
s.
004 by ASME JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 355
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Values of these parameters used in the calculation are liste
Table 1. In the calculation, the half-step leap-frog scheme, a m
fication to the velocity Verlet algorithm@9#, is employed to solve
the movement of atoms with a time step of 5 fs~fs:
10215 second). When the distance between atoms exceeds a
tain valuer c , namely the cutoff distance, the interaction betwe
them is negligible, and no force computation is necessary.
cutoff distance is chosen to make sure that the neglected inte
tion force is much smaller than the typical force between ato
In this work, it is found that a cutoff distance of 0.684 nm
appropriate in terms of the uncertainty and computation time
quirement. At this distance, the potential of an atomic-pair is l
than 1% of the well depth of the Morse potential. The force b
tween two atoms of a distance of 0.684 nm is less than 0.2%
the force~the typical force! between two nearest neighboring a
oms in equilibrium positions.

Pulsed laser heating in the target is achieved in two steps. F
the laser beam is absorbed by free electrons following the e
tion @1,6#

Ce

]Te

]t
5ke

]2Te

]z2 2G~Te2Tl !1I •t21
•e2z/t (3)

whereCe , Te , andke are the volumetric specific heat, temper
ture, and thermal conductivity of free electrons, respectively.Tl
stands for the lattice temperature,G is the electron-lattice cou
pling constant, andz is the direction normal to the target surfac
Equation ~3! describes the evolution of the temperature of fr
electrons under thermal diffusion, laser heating, and elect
lattice coupling. The laser beam is assumed to be absorbed e
nentially with a characteristic absorption deptht. The wavelength
of the laser beam is presumed to be 0.8mm, which is the wave-
length of the Ti:sapphire ps laser. At this wavelength, the abs
tion deptht in copper is 12.60 nm@10#. The laser intensity as
sumes a Gaussian temporal distribution in the form of

I 5I 0e2~ t2t0!2/t1
2

(4)

wheret0 andt1 are taken as 10 ps and 3 ps, respectively, indic
ing that the laser pulse has an FWHM~full width at half maxi-
mum! of 5 ps centered at 10 ps. In this paper, the laser inten
used in Eqs.~3! and~4! is the one absorbed by the material rath
than the incident laser intensity before reflection. Therefore,
reflectivity is used in Eq.~3!.

In the second step of laser heating, the energy of free elect
is transferred to the lattice through electron-lattice coupling@1,6#

Cl

]Tl

]t
5kl

]2Tl

]z2 1G~Te2Tl ! (5)

whereCl andkl are the volumetric specific heat and the therm
conductivity of the lattice, respectively.

Table 1 Values of the parameters used in the MD simulation
†3,10,12–15‡

Parameters Values

Atomic mass,m ~kg! 1.055310225

Dissociation energy,D ~eV! 0.3429
Constant,a ~m21! 1.358831010

Lattice constant of copper,a ~nm! 0.361
Equilibrium distance,r 0 ~nm! 0.2866
Time step,dt ~fs! 5
Electron-lattice coupling,G ~W/m3

•K! 4.831016

Volumetric specific heat of free electrons,Ce ~J/m3
•K! 2.13104

Thermal conductivity of free electrons,ke ~W/m•K! 386
Volumetric specific heat of lattice,Cl ~J/m3

•K! 3.4393106

Laser beam absorption depth,t ~nm! 12.60
t0 ~ps! 10
t1 ~ps! 3
Laser fluence,E ~J/m2! 2000
356 Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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The schematic of the computational domain is shown in Fig
An extra space is added above the target, which allows macro
tion of atoms in the positivez-direction. The target is divided into
two domains I and II as shown in Fig. 1. In Domain I the las
beam is absorbed and the target experiences intense thermal
port and phase change. In this domain, the movement of atom
solved using MD simulation, which is described by Eq.~1!. Since
MD simulation can not capture the thermal transport by free e
trons, Eq.~3! is solved using the finite difference method in th
domain to predict the thermal transport by electrons. Equation~3!
is integrated with MD simulation through the energy exchan
between electrons and atoms~lattice!. The lattice heating through
the energy exchange with free electrons is achieved by exci
the kinetic energy of atoms in MD simulation, which is fulfille
by scaling the velocity of copper atoms with a factorx

x5F 11
Dt•G~Te2Tl !•DV

1

2 (
i 51

N

mi•@~n i ,12 n̄1!21~n i ,22 n̄2!21~n i ,32 n̄3!2#G 1/2

(6)

where n i , j and n̄ j ( j 51,2,3) are velocities of atomi and the
average velocity in thex, y, andz directions for atoms in a layer o
volumeDV normal to the laser beam.N is the number of atoms
within the layer andDt is the time step. The new velocityn i , j8 of
atom i is calculated as

n i , j8 5~n i , j2 n̄ j !•x1 n̄ j j 51,2,3 (7)

When density changes, such as void formation in the target,
electron-lattice coupling constantG is adjusted by multiplying a
factor, which is the ratio of the local density to the full density
copper. In addition, the specific heat, density, and thermal cond
tivity of electrons are adjusted in the same manner. The den
and specific heat of the lattice are computed by the MD simula
automatically, which directly tracks the movement of atoms. D
ing the preparation of this paper, it came to our knowledge t
laser-metal interaction was studied using the similar method
that described in this paper@11,12#. In these studies, the mode
developed by Ha¨kkinen and Landman@2# was employed which
added an extra term in Eq.~1! to account for the energy exchang
between electrons and the lattice. Treatment of this lattice-elec
coupling is different from the atomic velocity scaling described
Eq. ~7! in this work, and does not the meet the requirement
momentum conservation, which may cause undesirable ato
movement.

In Domain II as shown in Fig. 1, heat transfer is calculated
solving Eqs.~3! and ~5! using the finite difference method. Thi
semi-infinite solid copper plays the role of conducting the h
away from Domain I, which experiences intense phase cha
For atoms close to the back side of Domain I, two extra forc
arise in the presence of the semi-infinite solid copper. One fo
originates from the static interaction between the MD domain a
the semi-infinite solid sample. The static interaction represents
interaction between atoms in Domain I and those in Domain
when there is no stress in space. We place a layer of static a
with a thickness of the cutoff distance in Domain II next to t
interface between Domains I and II. The force exerted by atom

Fig. 1 Schematic of the computational domain
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 The temperature distribution of lattice at different times. Solid line: numerical computation using the finite
difference method; dots: MD simulation.
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Domain II on those in Domain I represents the static interacti
The other force exerted on atoms in Domain I close to the in
face between Domains I and II is induced by the stress w
propagation in thez-direction and is in the form of@13#

Fs52rnc•A/N (8)

wherer is the density of the target,n is the average velocity in the
z direction for atoms within one small layer close to the back si
and c is the speed of the stress wave in thez-direction.A is the
cross-sectional area of the target, andN is the number of atoms
within the small layer close to the back side of Domain I. Perio
rnal of Heat Transfer
n.
er-
ve

e,

ic

boundary conditions are implemented on boundaries in thex andy
directions and free boundary conditions on boundaries in
z-direction.

When solving Eq.~3! in Domain I and Eqs.~3! and ~5! in
Domain II, constant properties are used, which are evaluate
300 K. In the MD simulation part, introduction of Eq.~3! is used
to consider the effect of heat transfer by electrons, which co
not be accounted for by the classical MD simulation. It is true t
the properties such as thermal conductivity and specific hea
electrons are temperature dependent. This paper presents ou
step to study laser-metal interactions and we assume these
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 357
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Fig. 3 The temperature distribution of electrons at different times. Solid line: numerical computation using the
finite difference method; dots: MD simulation.
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erties constant to simply the computation and provide a gen
picture about the physical processes underlying laser-metal in
action. These assumptions may affect the simulation results
certain extent, but will not alter the general conclusions made
the paper, which is intended to provide qualitative interpretati
of laser-metal interaction. In the laser-copper interaction stud
in this work, intense phase change takes place in the mate
which absorbs substantial thermal energy from electrons. This
reduce the uncertainty in heat conduction induced by the assu
tion of constant properties of electrons. Equations~3! and ~5! are
solved to obtain the temperature distribution in Domain II
Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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specified in Fig. 1. Domain II is used to conduct the therm
energy from the MD domain~Domain I!. The temperature distri-
bution in Domain II is largely influenced by the thermal condu
tivity of electrons and the density and specific heat of the latti
Therefore, the assumption of constant specific heat of electron
Domain II has little effect on temperature distribution while
most times electrons and the lattice have close temperature
addition, the density and specific heat of the lattice and the t
mal conductivity of electrons from 300 K to the melting point a
pretty much constant.

Before laser heating starts, the sample is thermalized for 10
Transactions of the ASME
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to reach thermal equilibrium. In this calculation, the MD doma
is initially constructed based on the fcc lattice structure with
~100! surface facing the laser beam. Values of the parameters
in the simulation are listed in Table 1@3,10,14–17#. The compu-
tation is conducted on a two-processor workstation using Open
~open multiple processing! as the algorithm for parallel computa
tion. Before conducting simulation of laser-copper interaction,
calculate the specific heat and melting point of copper to ob
the idea about the accuracy of the Morse potential in terms
predicting the behavior of copper. The specific heat of coppe
calculated by adding a certain amount of energy to a copper
tem and observing the final temperature increase. The spe

Fig. 4 Velocity distribution in comparison with the Maxwellian
distribution at different locations during laser heating „t
Ä10 ps …. The temperature shown in the figure is the local tem-
perature used for calculating the Maxwellian distribution. Dots:
MD simulation; solid line: Maxwellian distribution.

Fig. 5 Velocity distribution in comparison with the Maxwellian
distribution at different locations after laser heating „t
Ä50 ps …. The temperature shown in the figure is the local tem-
perature used for calculating the Maxwellian distribution. Dots:
MD simulation; solid line: Maxwellian distribution.
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heat is calculated to be 405 J/kg•K at 300 K, which is close to the
experimental result of 385 J/kg•K @17#. The melting point of cop-
per is obtained by increasing the temperature of a copper sys
until the regular lattice structure is completely destroyed. We fi
that the Morse potential predicts a melting point of 2090 K, high
than the experimental value of 1385 K@17#.

III Results and Discussion
In this work, the target for MD simulation is constructed

have 45, 45, and 300 fcc~face-centered cubic! unit cells in thex,
y, and z-directions, respectively. A total of 2,430,000 atoms a
tracked in the simulation. Measurements of the MD domain
16.245 nm in thex and y directions, and 108.3 nm in the
z-direction. The computational domain has the same size as
target in thex and y-directions. In thez-direction, the computa-
tional domain is taken as 2.608mm to capture atoms escapin
from the target surface during the time of computation. The la
pulse assumes a fluence~E! of 2000 J/m2, which is estimated to be
high enough to induce phase change and material ablation. At
laser fluence, the constant (I 0) in the temporal laser intensity ex
pressed by Eq.~4! is I 05E/(Apt1)537.6126 GW/cm2.

III.1 Temperature Distribution in the Target. The tem-
perature distribution in the lattice is displayed in Fig. 2. For t
purpose of comparison, Eqs.~3! and~5! have been solved in Do
main I using the finite difference method before phase cha
takes place. The results obtained using the finite differe
method are shown at 3, 6, and 9 ps at which little or no ph
change is observed. It is much pronounced that before ph
change takes place, the MD simulation and the finite differe
method are in good agreement in terms of predicting laser hea
and thermal transport. Beyond 9 ps, phase change originate
only the MD simulation results are presented in Fig. 2. Before
ps, the temperature of the lattice experiences a continuous
crease. However, it is important to note that when the lattice te
perature reaches about 3850 K (t513 ps), no further temperatur
increase is observed. This phenomenon is clearly demonstrate
the temperature distribution at 13 ps for which a flat region
3850 K is observed. The phase change from solid to liquid~de-
tailed in III.2! absorbs a great deal of energy deposited by
laser beam, thereby suppressing further increase of the lattice
perature.

A close look at Fig. 2 reveals that starting from 15 ps~just after
laser heating!, a temperature drop appears in the spatial distri
tion. This temperature drop becomes abrupt at 20 and 25
which is marked by circles in Fig. 2. As will be discussed belo
this temperature drop originates from the phase change from s
to liquid. Further study finds that the location of this abrupt te
perature change is the same as the location of the solid-liq
interface. The energy absorbed by the liquid during phase cha
explains the temperature drop observed in Fig. 2. At 13 ps in F
2, a sudden temperature drop is not visible although a solid-liq
interface is observed in Fig. 6. This is because that at 13 ps,
material is still experiencing intense laser heating, which can p
vide the energy needed for melting. In addition, we find that
fore ~including! 12 ps, no clear solid-liquid interface is observe
although the front of the material is being melted. It is the mov
ment of the solid-liquid interface~meaning melting is taking
place! that induces the local temperature drop. At 13 ps, the so
liquid interface starts to move, which takes time to induce
local temperature drop.

We study the melting point of the copper modeled using
Morse potential and find that this potential overpredicts the m
ing point and reports a value of 2090 K, higher than the melt
point of copper@17#. At the solid-liquid interface, it is observed
that the local temperature is greatly above 2000 K, exceeding
modeled melting point. Super heating has also been observe
the recent work by Scha¨fer et al.@11#. In addition to the tempera-
ture change resulting from phase change before 75 ps, ano
sudden temperature change has been observed after phase c
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 359
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Fig. 6 Number density distribution in space at different times
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finishes, which is marked by circles in Fig. 2 at 75 and 100
This temperature change is a direct consequence of the s
stress variation in space and will be discussed in III.3.

Presented in Fig. 3 is the temperature distribution of electro
At 3, 6, and 9 ps, the MD simulation results are compared w
those obtained with the finite difference method, and good ag
ments are observed. The temperature of electrons is characte
with a maximum level of about 78,000 K at 10 ps. At 15 ps~just
after laser heating!, the electron temperature quickly decreases
10,000 K due to the intense energy exchange with the relativ
cold lattice. From 15 ps to 20 ps, the temperature of electr
Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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quickly decays to below the lattice temperature. Subseque
electrons play the role of cooling the lattice and transferring
energy to the inside of the target.

When calculating the energy transfer from electrons to atom
Domain I, the technique~Eqs. ~6! and ~7!! used to excite the
kinetic energy of atoms meets the requirement of momentum c
servation, but could disturb the local thermal equilibrium. The u
of temperature to describe laser induced heating and the
transport within the target can be justified by looking into t
thermal equilibrium of the target during and after laser heati
Figure 4 shows the velocity distribution at different locations at
Transactions of the ASME
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ps ~during laser heating!. Also shown in Fig. 4 is the Maxwellian
distribution in comparison with the MD results. It is evident th
the velocity distribution of atoms follows the Maxwellian distr
bution closely, even at the very front of the target (z5105 nm).
The equilibrium status of the target after laser heating is exam
by comparing the velocity distribution of atoms with the Ma
wellian distribution at different locations, including the front o
the target (z5130 nm) at 50 ps. The comparison is presented
Fig. 5, which shows a good agreement between the atomic ve
ity distribution and the Maxwellian distribution, thereby confirm
ing the existence of thermal equilibrium within the target a
justifying the use of temperature.

III.2 Structural Change of the Target. In this section, the
structural change within the target is investigated by looking i
the number density distribution of atoms in space and the ra
distribution function at different locations.

The number density is a measure of the number of atoms
unit volume. Its variation in space reflects the structural variat
of the target@18#. Figure 6 presents the number density distrib
tion at different times. In Fig. 6, no obvious solid-liquid interfac
is observed before 10 ps. At 13 ps, melting has happened, a
clear solid-liquid interface is evident, which is circled in the plo
The number density distribution in solid~to the left of the circle!
has a regular pattern and is detailed in the inset. The periodic
varying number density is attributed to the regular structure of
lattice. To the right of the circle is liquid, and its number dens
is uniform, which is a result of the random distribution of liqu
atoms in space. It is apparent in Fig. 6 that the solid-liquid int
face is moving toward the solid, meaning more solid is be
melted. At the same time, a visible movement of the liquid fro
toward the right is observed, which is circled in the plot. Wh
solid melts, its density becomes less, and the volume of the
terial will expand, thereby inducing the toward-out movement
the liquid front. The number density distribution at 50 ps reve
that solid and liquid structures co-exist in the rear part of
target, meaning melting takes place in this region simultaneo
and is not characterized by a clear movement of the solid-liq
interface. This phenomenon could be attributed to the small th
ness of the target and the boundary condition applied to the in
face between Domains I and II. For instance, the reflected st
wave from the interface can strongly disturb the material close
the interface, making them melt simultaneously. We have p

Fig. 7 In-plane radial distribution function at different loca-
tions for tÄ20 ps
Journal of Heat Transfer
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formed large-scale parallel MD simulations to study this bound
and thickness effect. The target used is about 1.234mm ~consist-
ing of more than 27 million atoms!, which is more than ten times
the thickness of the target studied in this work. In this extend
study, no finite difference domain is added below the MD dom
and a free boundary condition is employed. The results show
melting is characterized with a rapid movement of the solid-liqu
interface, and no simultaneous melting is observed.

At 75 ps, the target has been melted completely, and the vis
low number density in space is attributed to the formation of vo
within the liquid. More details will be discussed in III.4. Furthe
more, an insignificant, yet visible number density variation is o
served at 75 and 100 ps. This number density change origin
from the sharp stress change in space and is explained in det
III.3. Based on locations of the solid-liquid interface and the fro
of liquid at 13 and 20 ps, it is estimated that during this period,
solid-liquid interface moves at a speed of 4400 m/s, and the fr
of the liquid moves out at a speed of 860 m/s. The calcula
speed of the solid-liquid interface~;4400 m/s! is close to the
sound speed in the@100# direction in copper~4364 m/s! @10#.
Similar high-speed movement of the melt front was observed
the MD simulation about picosecond laser-copper interaction@11#.
In that work, Scha¨fer et al.@11# reported a melt front velocity of
the order of 1-23103 m/s in a copper irradiated with a laser puls
of 0.5 ps duration and 680 J/m2 fluence~absorbed!.

In addition to the number density distribution, the radial dist
bution function also reflects the structure of the target. In t
work, the in-plane radial distribution functiong(r /r 0) @18# is
studied, which is a ratio of the number of atoms at a distancr
from a given atom to the number of atoms at the same distanc
an ideal gas with the same density. Figure 7 presents the in-p
radial distribution function at 20 ps. It is revealed that to the left
the solid-liquid interface, the radial distribution function is cha
acterized with a number of peaks (z555 nm), which are attrib-
uted to the regular structure of the solid. At locations of 60 nm a
70 nm ~to the right of the solid-liquid interface!, the short range
order structure is still preserved while the long-range order
disappearing. This is reflected by the diminishing peaks at
long distance (r /r 053 or greater!, meaning the materials are los
ing the long-range order structure. At the front of the liquidz
5110 nm), a typical liquid structure is observed, which is ch
acterized by the two short-range peaks in the radial distribu
function.

III.3 Stress Evolution in the Target. During laser material
interaction, a stress wave will be generated and propagate tow
the inside of the material. In this work, the stress is calcula
based on the velocity and position of atoms. In the work by Wa
and Xu @19#, the stress was calculated by directly evaluating
atomic interaction force across a cross section of interest.
though the trend and amplitude of the stress were captured,
stantial noise was observed in the calculation results. In this w
the stress is averaged over a small domain to suppress the s
tical uncertainty following the equation

smn52
1

DV S (
j Þ i

N

r i j ,mFi j ,n1dmn•NkBTD (9)

wherer i j ,m andFi j ,n are the distance and force between atomi
and j in the m andn directions, respectively.N is the number of
atoms within a small domain of a volumeDV. dmn is the delta
function, which is 1 form5n and 0 formÞn. In the beginning of
laser heating, the normal stress is the same in thex, y and
z directions, and the shear stress is negligible. However, w
voids are formed in the target, the shear stress becomes a
ciable and the normal stress is not the same in thex, y and z
directions. This issue will be addressed elsewhere. In this w
only the normal stress in thez direction ~the laser irradiation di-
rection! is discussed in detail. Figure 8 shows the stress w
generation and propagation in the copper target. At 3 ps, la
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 361
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Fig. 8 Stress distribution in space at different times
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heating is weak, and the visible non-zero stress originates f
the initial construction of the target. At 9 ps, it is seen tha
compressive stress has been generated in the near surface r
From 9 ps to 20 ps, the stress wave experiences an eme
process. At 25 ps, it is apparent that the stress wave consists
strong compressive stress~;25 GPa! and a weak tensile stres
~;3 GPa!. This stress wave generation has the same characte
as the one revealed in ps laser argon interaction@19#. In the MD
simulation, we carefully monitor the development and propa
tion of the initial non-zero stress and find that this stress is
duced by the design of the initial sample. This stress propagat
space with the same amplitude and does not cause structural
Õ Vol. 126, JUNE 2004
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gion.
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am-

age. In addition, we conduct large-scale parallel MD simulat
and observe the similar behavior of the nonzero initial stress
the large-scale MD simulation, we used a much larger tar
~1.234mm of thickness!. A similar nonzero initial stress was ob
served with the same amplitude as the one observed in this p
Our large-scale MD simulation with free boundary conditions
dicates similar stress as the one observed in this work be
reflection at the back side of the MD domain. This ensures that
large compressive stress observed in this work arises from
laser-material interaction and is not an amplification of the init
stress by the boundary conditions.

At 30 ps in Fig. 8, the compressive stress has reached the
Transactions of the ASME
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side of the MD domain and is being reflected back. The bound
condition introduced by Eq.~8!, which is intended to eliminate the
reflection of the stress wave, could not eliminate the stress w

Fig. 9 Snapshot of atomic positions in the space of 0 Ëx
Ë16 nm, 7.37ËyË8.87 nm, and 0 ËzË150 nm. The horizontal
white lines mark the approximate position of the solid-liquid
interface.
Journal of Heat Transfer
ary

ave

reflection completely. The speedc used in Eq.~8! is taken as 4364
m/s by assuming the target is a solid copper at room tempera
@10#. On the other hand, in Figs. 2, 6, and 8 it is evident that wh
the stress wave reaches the back side (t530 ps), the target is at a
much elevated temperature~;2400 K! and has been melted pa
tially. Based on the location of the peak compressive stress a
and 25 ps, it is estimated that the stress wave is traveling
speed of about 5000 m/s, a little higher than the one used in
~8!. In addition, because of the much elevated temperature in
main I, the spacing between atoms in this domain changes m
which is much different from the constant atomic spacing used
Domain II. Therefore, this structure mismatch will have a con
bution to the wave reflection at the interface. Nevertheless,
boundary condition expressed by Eq.~8! does reduce the stres
wave reflection, which is dictated by the smaller magnitude of
reflected stress~;10 GPa! compared with the larger magnitude o
the incident stress~;28 GPa!.

In Fig. 8, it is evident that after reflection, the compressi
stress becomes a tensile stress. It has been observed in pre
research that with a free boundary condition at the back side of
target, the stress wave is completely reflected@19#. After reflec-
tion, the speed of the stress wave reduces to 3080 m/s, m
smaller than the speed of the incident stress wave. This coul
explained by the fact that after 75 ps, the target has been me
completely, and the liquid sustains a lower wave speed than
solid does. Propagation of the reflected tensile stress is chara
ized with a substantial dissipation. At 75 ps, the tensile stress
a magnitude of 10 GPa located at 55 nm, while after only 25
its magnitude decays to 2 GPa after traveling only about 77
This reveals the fact that liquid has a limited capability of susta
ing tensile stress waves. In addition, our careful study of the w
propagation from 75 ps to 100 ps reveals that there is a str
interaction between the reflected stress wave and the inci
stress wave. This is because the stress generated by laser h
has a great span in space, making the reflected wave interact
the incident wave, complicating the stress distribution in space
75 and 100 ps, one abrupt change of the stress in space is
served, which is marked with circles in Fig. 8. This abrupt stre
change could be attributed to some stress reflection at the inte
between Domains I and II and the interaction between the
flected stress and the incident stress. This abrupt stress ch
means a rapid temporal stress variation at the local posit
thereby inducing the sudden temperature change observed in
2. This temperature change is related to the local stress as@19#

]Tl /]t;2B/~B14/3•G!•bTT0 /~rcp!•]s/]t (10)

Equation ~10! has been discussed by Wang and Xu in de
elsewhere@19#. In this stress-temperature relation,B, G, bT , r, cp
are the bulk and shear moduli, the thermal expansion coeffici
density and specific heat of the material, respectively. In addi
to the induced temperature variation, the abrupt stress cha
marked in Fig. 8 at 75 and 100 ps also induces a visible varia
of the number density of atoms, which is marked in Fig. 6. T
tensile stress intends to pull the material apart, thereby inducin
visible number density drop.

III.4 Snapshots of Atomic Positions. Figure 9 presents the
snapshots of atomic positions at different times with each
representing one atom. For the purpose of illustration, only
domain of 0,x,16 nm, 7.37,y,8.87 nm, and 0,z,150 nm
is displayed in Fig. 9. It is apparent that at 3 and 6 ps, a reg
structure is observed. Although the regular lattice structure is
preserved at 9 and 10 ps, atoms spread more in space, espe
in the near surface region. This is because the temperature o
target is increasing due to laser heating, thereby resulting
more intense random movement of atoms and spreading t
more in space. This reduction of the structural regularity expla
the decay of the peak number density of atoms, especially in
near surface region as observed at 9 and 10 ps in Fig. 6. At 13
it is apparent that in the near surface region, positions of ato
JUNE 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 363
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become completely random, meaning the target has lost the r
larity of the structure, and solid no longer exists in this region

At 20, 25, and 30 ps, a clear solid-liquid interface is mu
pronounced, which is marked with a white horizontal line. In t
liquid region, atoms become random in space, and the pic
looks dark. On the other hand, the picture looks light in the so
region due to the regular position of atoms in space. An interes
phenomenon is observed at 75 and 100 ps, which is characte
with voids formed inside the liquid. The tensile stress has a g
contribution to the formation of voids because the tensile str
intends to pull the atoms apart in the material. At 75 and 100
the material is liquid which has limited capability of sustainin
tensile stress and the atoms inside are easy to be pulled apar
existence of this tensile stress is a direct consequence of th
flection of the compressive stress at the back side of the
domain. This suggests that in laser materials interaction, e
cially for thin films deposited on substrates or for free-stand
thin films, the reflection of the compressive stress at the back
of the film makes the compressive stress become tensile; this
sile stress could result in a structural damage in the region clos
the back side.

IV Conclusion
In this work, MD simulation was carried out to investigate t

thermal and thermomechanical phenomena in ps laser coppe
teraction. Superheating was observed, and the early perio
phase change from solid to liquid was characterized with a so
liquid interface movement at a speed of 4400 m/s. However,
latter phase change from solid to liquid happened in the ta
simultaneously with no visible movement of solid-liquid interfac
The results showed that the laser induced stress wave consist
a strong compressive stress and a weak tensile stress. The s
tensile stress emerging after stress wave reflection at the back
of the MD domain exceeded the limitation that can be sustai
by the target and intended to pull the material apart. As a di
consequence, voids were formed in the interior of the liquid n
the back side of the MD domain, indicating that the strong ten
stress in laser materials interaction played an important role
inducing structural defect in the target. Propagation of this str
tensile stress was characterized with a remarkable decay, w
could be attributed to the limited capability of liquid to susta
tensile stress waves and the interaction between the reflected
incident stress waves.
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Nomenclature

A 5 cross-sectional area
B 5 bulk modulus

Ce 5 volumetric specific heat of free electrons
Cl 5 volumetric specific heat of lattice
c 5 stress wave speed

D 5 dissociation energy
F 5 interaction force between atoms

Fs 5 the force induced by stress wave propagation
G 5 electron-lattice coupling factor; shear modulus
g 5 radial distribution function
I 5 laser beam intensity

I 0 5 constant in the laser intensity temporal distribution
ke 5 thermal conductivity of free electrons
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kl 5 thermal conductivity of lattice
m 5 atomic mass
N 5 number of atoms
r 5 atomic position

r c 5 cutoff distance
r 0 5 equilibrium distance
Te 5 temperature of free electrons
Tl 5 temperature of lattice

t 5 time
t0 5 time constant in the laser intensity temporal distribu

tion
t1 5 time constant in the laser intensity temporal distribu

tion
n 5 velocity
x 5 coordinate in thex direction
y 5 coordinate in they direction
z 5 coordinate in thez direction

Greek Symbols

a 5 constant in the Morse potential
bT 5 thermal expansion coefficient
f 5 Morse potential function
r 5 density
s 5 stress
t 5 laser beam absorption depth

Subscripts

i 5 index of atoms
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